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Outline

● Key figures who 
developed orthotropics

● Our faces in the past
● Structural roots of facial 

problems
● Facial development and 

health
● Theories for facial 

deformities
● Correcting facial growth

Orthotropics patient at 11, 
16 and 31 years old
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Key Figures

● John Mew and Mike Mew are a 
father and son team who 
orthotropics
● Father John Mew is a professor and developed 

some experimental treatments
● Mike Mew is attempting to make affordable cures 

based on orthotropic theory
● Mike's grandfather was a dentist who knew or 

worked with Weston Price

● The are active on facebook and 
youtube

Mike Mew

John Mew
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Faces through the ages

● In the distant past everyone 
had perfect teeth
● Teeth experienced significant wear from use but 

were perfectly functional

● Less than 5% of teeth had misalignment

● Everyone had working wisdom teeth

● Currently almost everyone 
has crooked teeth
● About 95% of the population has crooked teeth

● Our “normal” values are from the 1960s when our 
teeth were already in poor condition

Same genetics different structure
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What changed?
● The largest difference is between our 

ancestors with good teeth and ourselves with 
bad teeth is how and how much we use our 
mouths
● Our jaws do about 3% as much work as our ancestors

● Our skeletal system works about 30% as hard as our 
ancestors

● Today our food is much different than in the 
past
● It is much softer and requires less chewing

● It is more calorie dense, so we don't need as much

● Children today could survive on only the calories they 
consume by drinking

Yesterday's Bread

Today's Bread
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Examples from the past

● Most of the changes in oral 
development and use have 
occurred in the last 200 years

● Prior to this period everyone 
except the wealthy ate a diet that 
required work and gave them 
good facial development
● The “Roman Nose” was a characteristic 

of the Roman upper classes and came 
from a lack of forward growth of the 
face

● The Duke of Wellington had poor facial 
development

Duke of Wellington
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Classifying faces and facial problems

● The central point of 
orthotropics is that our 
teeth become misaligned 
because our faces grow 
improperly

● Ideally a face should grow 
forward but today most 
drop down

● If our face grows correctly, 
our teeth will automatically 
fit nicely into alignment

Common aging pattern
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Analyzing a Face: Maxilla

● The maxilla is a 
bone above the 
mouth

● It should be 
forward forward

BackForward

Cartoonists know about Maxilla positioning 
when sketching characters
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Analyzing a face

● The jaw should be strong 
and have a sharp angle

● Observe the overall head 
position
● Is the head and neck posture 

forward?
● Is the face swung forwards?
● Forward head posture can mask a 

poorly developed jaw and maxilla
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Primary causes of downward facial 
growth
● Lower tongue position (center of face)

● Improper swallowing

● Tongue should be in the back and along the roof 
of the mouth

● Low jaw tension (periphery of face)

● The mouth should be closed at all times; no mouth 
breathing

● Jaw tension from chewing helps keep the jaw 
closed

● Airway constriction (nasal breathing

● Low tongue and open mouth comes from airway 
constriction

● Nose plugged →  mouth open → head tilt back → 
neck swings forward

Inner and Outer Face
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Proper facial shape
● Many factors affect facial proportions

● Age > Sex > Race are all related to facial 
differences

● All three play important parts in determining 
facial structure and ratios

● The most attractive faces of each racial 
group are the most similar
● Each racial group diverges from the ideal in a 

different manner
● The divergence is due to different ways of 

improperly placing the tongue and leads to 
Class I, II, and III bites

Facial Development of 
Native Americans
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Facial development and health

● Mike Mew noticed that his 
orthodontic patients had the same 
symptoms as those being treated by 
many other specialists
● The same group of children had all of the 

common health problems
● The problems were not randomly 

scattered around the population

● The problems are interrelated
● The problems are related to facial 

development
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Related facial problems

● Ear-Nose-Throat 
(ENT)

● TMJ
● Upper back
● Neck
● Malocclusion
● Glue Ear
● Allergic shiners
● Snoring
● Less attractive faces

Change in bone structure from healthy 
(black) to unhealthy (red) child
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Problems progress as the face drops

● As we age our face drops further 
and our problems become worse

● New problems develop growing out of 
the old ones

● The progression of problems is 
predictable

● Breathing problems → Snoring → 
Sleep Apnea

● Many common treatments make 
the problems worse by causing 
the face to drop even more

● Braces

● Sleep apnea masks
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Major Theories
● Genetic

● Conventional Orthodontics

● The cause of misalignment is only known for a small 
percentage of cases

● Mechanical manipulation and tooth extraction is used to 
straighten teeth

● Only the teeth are considered and the face is ignored

● Environmental

● Weston Price

● Vitamin A&D are the key factors
● Improve facial growth by improving diet

● Orthotropics

● Mechanical work is most important
● Foods with vitamins are tougher and require more work
● Oral posture and exercise is critical

Conventional Braces

Biobloc for Orthotropics
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Preventing and Correcting Facial 
Deformities

● Everyone can change their face for the better, 
but how and the effectiveness of the treatment 
will vary

● Group guidelines
● Everyone
● Babies
● Children
● Adults

How poor facial development 
leads to forward head posture
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Guidelines for Everyone

● The three keys
● Lips together

● Teeth together

● Tongue on the roof of your mouth

● Swallow with tongue pushing on the roof of 
the mouth not by lips suckling

● Chew food completely and chew more.  The 
residual tension in your jaw muscles will 
help your mouth stay closed automatically

● Keep your chin tucked

Chin Tucking
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Guidelines for Babies
● Baby led weaning

● Do not start the baby with soft foods.  The baby 
will never make the transition to a fully adult 
swallow (90% of people today never do)

● The baby must learn to chew before it can 
swallow

● Nose breathing and closed mouth
● “Shut Your Mouth and Save Your Life” by George 

Caitlin

● Mew does not see breast feeding as 
playing a significant role in facial 
development If the baby doesn't wean properly 

he will swallow with his buccinator 
instead of tongue
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Children
● Orthotropics treatment start 

earlier than orthodontics 
treatment

● The goal is go get the face to 
grow properly, so start early.  It 
is generally on the late side by 
the time conventional 
orthodontic treatment is begun

● Successful treatment requires 
that the child put in effort and 
have support of family

● Develop proper posture and oral 
patterns A girl treated with orthotropics
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Guidelines for Adults

● Begin all of the patterns 
mentioned for everyone

● Because growth is already 
complete, results will be 
limited

● Learn to swallow correctly
● Chew mastic or gum and eat 

tough foods
● Keep chin back and tucked
● Some experimental treatments 

are being developed

Mastic chewing gum
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Summary

● History
● Classification of facial 
problems

● How the face affects health
● Theories about facial 
deformities

● Correcting the face
A boy treated with orthotropics
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